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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a simple, novel, yet very powerful approach for robust rotation-invariant texture

classification based on random projection. The proposed sorted random projection maintains the

strengths of random projection, in being computationally efficient and low-dimensional, with the

addition of a straightforward sorting step to introduce rotation invariance. At the feature extraction

stage, a small set of random measurements is extracted from sorted pixels or sorted pixel differences in

local image patches. The rotation invariant random features are embedded into a bag-of-words model

to perform texture classification, allowing us to achieve global rotation invariance. The proposed

unconventional and novel random features are very robust, yet by leveraging the sparse nature of

texture images, our approach outperforms traditional feature extraction methods which involve careful

design and complex steps. We report extensive experiments comparing the proposed method to six

state-of-the-art methods, RP, Patch, LBP, WMFS and the methods of Lazebnik et al. and Zhang et al., in

texture classification on five databases: CUReT, Brodatz, UIUC, UMD and KTH-TIPS. Our approach leads

to significant improvements in classification accuracy, producing consistently good results on each

database, including what we believe to be the best reported results for Brodatz, UMD and KTH-TIPS.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Texture is an important characteristic of the appearance of
objects in natural scenes and is a powerful visual cue, used by both
humans and machines in describing and recognizing real world
object surfaces. Texture analysis is an active research area spanning
image processing, pattern recognition, and computer vision, with
applications to medical image analysis, remote sensing, object
recognition, industrial surface inspection, document segmentation
and content-based image retrieval. Texture classification has received
significant attention with many proposed approaches, as documented
in comprehensive surveys [1,2].

The texture classification problem is conventionally divided
into the two subproblems of feature extraction and classification
[1,2]. To improve the overall quality of texture classification,
either the quality of the texture features or the quality of the
classification algorithm must be improved. This paper focuses
on the improvement of texture feature quality, extending earlier
preliminary work published in [3] and the work in [4].

There has been longstanding interest in developing robust
features for texture classification with strong invariance to rotation,
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illumination changes, view point variations, perspective projection
changes, nonrigid deformations and occlusions [5–12,16]. In other
words, the major challenge is to develop texture features which not
only are highly discriminative to inter-class textures, but are also
robust to one or more intra-class variations. This paper focuses on
the important problem of robust gray-scale and rotation invariant
texture features.

Rotation invariant feature extraction is usually a complex
process, with some steps treated with special care and being
computationally demanding [17,18]. Our research is motivated by
the concluding remark—‘‘a very useful direction for future
research is therefore the development of powerful texture mea-
sures that can be extracted and classified with a low computa-
tional complexity’’ in the recent excellent comparative study of
Randen and Husøy [2]. Remarkable work along these lines is the
LBP set of features [8], the filtering features of Schmid [19] and
Leung and Malik [20], and the recent work of Varma and Zisser-
man [11] who showed that raw image pixel features from local
image patches can outperform popular filter bank features such as
the rotation-invariant MR8 features.

The dimensionality of patch features can cause severe limita-
tions in the applicability of the patch method of Varma and
Zisserman [11]. In order to circumvent this problem, Liu and
Fieguth [4] introduced the use of random projections (RPs), a
universal, information-preserving dimensionality-reduction tech-
nique, to project the patch vector space to a compressed patch
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space without a loss of salient information, claiming that the
performance achieved by random features can outperform patch
features, MR8, and LBP features.

Even though impressive classification performance was
obtained in [4] using RP features, the approach is sensitive to
image rotation. Fig. 1 serves as a motivational example for the
exploration of the proposed rotation invariant scheme, contrast-
ing the distributions of sorted and unsorted random projections. A
texture image produces a cluster in the random feature space, and
rotating the texture causes the cluster to be spread along some
curve in panels (a,c). Sorting the patches before taking a random
projection (b,d) limits the extent to which the cluster is spread
along a path, leading to an impressive improvement in class
locality and separability. This proposed approach will be referred
to as sorted random projection (SRP).

The proposed SRP classifier preserves all of the computa-
tional simplicity, universality, and high classification perfor-
mance advantages of the basic RP classifier. We will show
the SRP features to be robust, invariant to image rotation locally,
yet very discriminative, allowing us to take advantage of the
powerful BoW model [5,6,11] for global rotation invariant
texture classification. Furthermore, our method avoids the careful
design steps and expensive computational cost involved in
some local feature descriptors such as RIFT [5,6], SPIN [5,6] and
SIFT [6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the background literature for rotation invariant texture classifica-
tion. Sections 2 and 3 respectively review the RP classifier and
develop the proposed SRP classifier. In Section 5, we evaluate the
capabilities of the proposed features with extensive experiments
on seven popular texture datasets, summarized in Table 1, and
present comparisons with current state-of-the-art classifiers on
each dataset.
CorduroyRibbed Paper

RP1

RP2

SRP1

SRP2

Fig. 1. Consider random projections of four different textures at varying orientation

number of extracted texture patches. Relative to random projections (a,c), it is clear

compactness.

Table 1
Summary of texture datasets used in the experiments.

Texture

dataset

Dataset

notation

Image

rotation

Controlled

illumination

Scale

variation

CUReT DC O O
Brodatz DB

CUReTRot DCRot O O
BrodatzRot DBRot O
UIUC DUIUC O O
UMD DUMD O O
KTH-TIPS DKT O O
2. Background

2.1. BoW and texture classification

There has been a great interest in using a ‘‘Bag of Words’’
(BoW) approach for texture classification [5,6,8,9,11,20,22]. The
BoW model, representing texture images statistically as histo-
grams over a universal texton dictionary learned from local
features, has proven widely effective for texture classification.
This BoW model encompasses two popular paradigms for texture
classification, dense and sparse, summarized in Fig. 2.

The dense approach uses local features pixel by pixel over the
image, requiring feature extraction, texton selection, image histogram
learning and classification (see the upper arrows in Fig. 2). Noticeable
work along these lines includes [8,9,11,20,22]. In contrast, the sparse
approach uses local features at a sparse set of interest points, with a
corresponding sequence of key point detection, feature extraction at
key points, texton selection, signature representation of image and
classification (lower arrows in Fig. 2) [5,6].

There are three reasons why the BoW approach is popular for
invariant texture classification. First, the representation is built on
powerful local texture feature descriptors, which can be made
insensitive to local image perturbations such as rotation, affine
changes and scale. Second, the use of histogram as the statistical
characterization for each image is globally invariant to these same
changes. Third, the representation can be compared using stan-
dard distance metrics, allowing robust classification methods
such as support vector machines to be employed.

2.2. Rotation invariant texture features

The general approach to developing rotation invariant techniques
has been to modify successful non-rotation invariant techniques,
Corn HuskBuilding

SRP1

SRP2

RP1

RP2

s. The scatter plots in the bottom row show the random projections for a large

that the sorted random projections in (b,d) offer superior class separability and

Significant

viewpoint

Texture

classes

Sample size Samples per

class

Samples in

total

61 200�200 92 5612

111 215�215 9 999

61 140�140 92 5612

111 128�128 9 999

O 25 640�480 40 1000

O 25 320�240 40 1000

10 200�200 81 810
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such as rotation invariance derived from gray level cooccurrence
histograms by averaging the histograms over different angles. As
features based on Markov Random Field (MRF) models are inher-
ently rotation-variant, several schemes have been introduced to
obtain rotation invariance such as the Circular Simultaneous Auto-
Regressive model [21], the MultiResolution Simultaneous AutoRe-
gressive model by Mao and Jain [24], and the Anisotropic Circular
Gaussian MRF model by Deng and Clausi [25]. Similarly there are
filter-based approaches [2,41], such as circular Gabor filters, rotation
invariant Daubechies wavelet transform features [38], steerable
filters [39], and the log-polar transform [40], among others [2,41].

Although several factors can contribute to invariance, the
invariance of local features plays a key role. However, there are
limitations with many of the existing local features for rotation
invariant classification. Existing outstanding local features, such
as SIFT, RIFT, GLOH and SPIN [5,6], in general only work well on a
sparse set of points, and they often need to be combined with
each other to achieve satisfying performance. Furthermore, an
important factor affecting the performance of sparse features is
image resolution, since key-point extraction tends to not work
well on low resolution images [6].

Similarly for dense features, such as LBP, the joint responses of
various features [9,20], though being rotation invariant, have been
shown to give unsatisfactory classification performance [4,11]. Patch
features [11] and random features [4], which are at the state-of-the-
art in texture classification, are not rotation invariant.
2.3. Random projection

Random projection (RP) [4,26,27,42,43] refers to the technique
of projecting a set of points from a high-dimensional space
to a randomly chosen low-dimensional subspace. Such techniques
have been used in a wide variety of applications, including informa-
tion retrieval, face recognition [28] and machine learning [29,30].
They represent a computationally simple and efficient means
of preserving texture structure without introducing significant
distortion.

The information-preserving and dimensionality reduction
power of RP is firmly demonstrated by the theory of compressed
sensing (CS) [31–33], which states that for sparse and compres-
sible signals, a small number of nonadaptive linear measurements
in the form of random projections can capture most of the salient
information in the signal. Moreover, RP also provides a feasible
solution to the well-known Johnson–Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma
[27], which states that a point set in a high-dimensional Euclidean
space can be mapped down onto a much smaller space, having a
dimensionality logarithmic in the number of points, but with the
distances between the points approximately preserved.
3. A review of the RP classifier

The RP classifier proposed by Liu and Fieguth [4] is divided
into three stages. Readers are referred to [4] for details of the
development of the basic RP classifier. Each image I is first
represented as a collection of patch vectors, denoted as fxg. Some
number of RP measurements

y ¼Ux ð1Þ

are computed for each patch vector, where the entries of the
projection matrix U are independent, zero mean, unit variance
normal. The texture classification process is as follows:
1.
 Compressed texton dictionary learning: The compressed patch
vectors fy

i
g are extracted from the training images, then are
normalized by Weber’s Law [4,9,11]

y’y
logð1þJyJ2=0:03Þ

JyJ2

" #
ð2Þ

to further enhance intensity invariance. The normalized com-
pressed patch vectors from each texture class are clustered
using k-means. The resulting K cluster centers fw

i
g from all

texture classes form a universal compressed texton dictionary
of size KC, where C is the number of texture classes considered.
2.
 Histogram learning: A histogram h of compressed textons is
learned for each particular training sample by labeling each of
its pixels with the closest texton. Next, the histogram of texton
labelings is normalized to define a representation vector for the
image. Each texture class then is represented by a set of histogram
models corresponding to the training samples of that class.
3.
 Classification: Given an image to classify, its associated nor-
malized texton histogram is learned in the same way as during
training, allowing the texture to be classified using a nearest
neighbor classifier in histogram space, where the distance
between two histograms is measured using a w2 statistic

w2ðh
1
,h

2
Þ ¼

1

2

XCK

k ¼ 1

½h
1
ðkÞ�h

2
ðkÞ�2

h
1
ðkÞþh

2
ðkÞ

ð3Þ

4. The proposed SRP classifier

The RP classifier uses random measurements of local image
patches to perform texture classification, however the fact that
the image patch features are not rotationally invariant can be
a serious limitation. Existing general methodologies to achieve
rotation invariance in the patch vector representation include
three main approaches:
1.
 Add randomly rotated versions of the training samples to the
training set when learning textons. This results in clusters having
many more points and a much greater spread (Fig. 1), clearly
posing storage and processing challenges, and also creating
challenges in clustering the texton space, since the required
number of cluster centers K increases with cluster spread.
2.
 Estimate the dominant gradient orientation of the local patch
and align the patch with respect to it [5,6,9,11]. The dominant
orientation estimates tend to be unreliable, especially for blob
regions which lack strong edges at the center, and corner
regions which have more than one dominant orientation. In
addition to reliability, finding the dominant orientation for
each local patch is computationally expensive.
3.
 Marginalize the intensities weighted by the orientation dis-
tribution over angle, or compute multilevel histograms at fixed
distances from the center of a patch (e.g. the SPIN descriptor
adopted in [5,6]).

Based on the above discussion, and again motivated by the
striking classification results by Liu and Fieguth [4], we would like to
further capitalize on the RP approach by proposing a robust variant.
The most attractive result in [4] is that the method is conceptually
simple, untuned, computationally straightforward, and the dimen-
sionality requirements are quite modest—a small number of simple
random projections of a local patch contains enough information for
successful texture classification. We therefore introduce a strategy
to achieve rotation invariance and, at the same time, retain the
simplicity, effectiveness and the theoretical support of the RP
classifier [4], avoiding the disadvantages of existing rotation invar-
iant approaches.

We begin by revisiting the intuitive motivational example in
Fig. 1. An ensemble of patches extracted from a texture produces
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Fig. 3. Examples of symmetric neighborhood structures in three sizes: (a) square symmetric neighborhoods, (b) circular symmetric neighborhoods. The black solid circle is

the reference pixel of the neighborhood.

Fig. 2. A review of the commonly used components of the two popular BoW-based frameworks for texture classification: the dense approach (top arrows) and the sparse

approach (bottom arrows). Texture classifiers obeying some invariance generally require careful attention to (a,b) local invariant feature extraction, (c) global invariant

image representation, and (d) invariances obtained by the classifier, such as invariant similarity measures. This paper concentrates on invariant features (b).
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a cluster of points in some feature space. Rotating the texture thus
causes the cluster to be spread along some curve, as can be
observed in the figure. The more spread and complex a feature
point class is, the more difficult the corresponding clustering
encounters, since the clustering then requires many more code-
vectors (i.e., cluster centers or textons) to cover the feature
subspace that the texture class occupies, leading to an increased
computational burden.

Based on the above analysis, we want to re-localize the cluster
and make it more compact. To this end, we replace a local texture
patch vector with a sorted one. Essentially, instead of using
compressed patch vector y ¼Ux for classification, we just use

y ¼UsortðxÞ ð4Þ

where we sort over all (or parts) of x. Fig. 1(b) and (d) is a
preliminary exploration of the idea, showing a scatter plot of the
joint output of a pair of random projections of the sorted patch
vectors (i.e., SRP features) sampled from the images. In contrast
to the scatter plots of the RP features shown in Fig. 1(a) and (c),
the clusters corresponding to different rotated images overlap,
becoming one cluster, while also being easily distinguishable
from the other classes, i.e., class separability is preserved or even
improved.
4.1. Sorted pixel values

We are now in a position to present the proposed approach.
Texture is characterized not only by the gray value at a given
pixel, but also by the gray value ‘‘pattern’’ in a neighborhood
surrounding the pixel. To start with, consider the (2aþ1)�
(2aþ1) square neighborhood of Fig. 3(a), where we modify the
RP classifier by replacing the RP measurements of local patch
vectors with the RP measurements of sorted local patch vectors

y ¼UxGlob ð5Þ

xGlob ¼ ½x0;0,sortð½xs
1;0, . . . ,xs

a,pa�1�Þ�
T ð6Þ
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x0;0 corresponds to the value of the center pixel of the local patch,
fxs

r,igi, 0r iopr ,1rrra correspond to the values of the rth
concentric square of pixels, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a), such that
all of the pixels in the square neighborhood around the center
pixel are sorted. Since sorting ignores the ordering of elements in
x, xGlob is clearly rotation invariant (excepting the effects of
pixellation).

Fig. 4 validates the basic behavior of the SRP features. The
classification results show a jump (from below 80% to above 90%)
in classification performance, compared to basic RP in classifying
the textures in the challenging UIUC texture database. Given the
strength of the RP results in [4], this surprising result firmly
confirms the effectiveness of the sorting strategy.

Clearly, global sorting provides a poor discriminative ability,
since crudely sorting over the whole patch (the center pixel
excluded) not only discards all orientation information, but also
leads to an ambiguity of the relationship among pixels from
different scales. Clearly a natural extension of global sorting is to
only sort pixels of the same circumference. We propose two kinds
of multiscale sorting schemes: the rectangular or square neigh-
borhood and the circular neighborhood, both shown in Fig. 3. We
will refer to texture classification based on these two multiscale
sorting schemes (illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and (c) respectively) as
SRP Square and SRP Circular.

As illustrated in Fig. 6(b), the SRP Square feature is

y ¼UxSqr ð7Þ

xSqr ¼ ½x0;0,sortð½xs
1;0, . . . ,xs

1,p1�1�Þ, . . . ,sortð½xs
a,0, . . . ,xs

a,pa�1�Þ�
T ð8Þ

The sorting is applied over each square ring, with pr pixels in ring
r, with r determining the spatial scale of the operator. Since a
square is rotation invariant only to angles which are multiples of
p=2, we clearly expect the performance of this approach to be
limited.

Similarly, as shown in Fig. 6(c), we propose a SRP Circular
feature

y ¼UxCirc ð9Þ

xCirc ¼ ½x0;0,sortð½xc
1;0, . . . ,xc

1,p1�1�Þ, . . . ,sortð½xc
a,0, . . . ,xc

a,pa�1�Þ�
T ð10Þ

where fxc
r,ig

pr�1
i ¼ 0 denotes the values of the pr neighbors of x0;0 on a

circle of radius r. Fig. 3(b) illustrates such circularly symmetric
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Fig. 4. Comparison of a primitive sorted-RP versus RP: classification accuracy as a

function of the number of textons per class on DUIUC, given 20 samples per class

for training, using a patch of size 9�9, and a dimensionality of 30. Results are

averaged over tens of random partitionings of the training and testing sets.
neighbor sets. Those locations which do not fall exactly on a pixel
are estimated by interpolation. To maintain consistency with the
square neighbor sets, the values of ðpr ,rÞ are chosen to be (8,1),
(16,2), (24,3), etc.

In our proposed approach, sorting provides stability against
rotation, while sorting at each circumference individually pre-
serves the overall between-circumference spatial information. In
this way, a compromise is achieved between the conflicting
requirements of greater geometric invariance on the one hand
and greater discriminative power on the other. As can be seen
from Fig. 5, sorting over concentric squares or circular rings both
offer an improvement over global sorting.

For illustration purposes, we give a specific example to show
that the proposed SRP descriptor is resistant to rotational pertur-
bations. Fig. 7 shows a texture image at eight orientations, with
corresponding texton histograms. As can be seen, the texton
distributions change very little for the SRP method, despite the
fact that there is considerable intra-class variation due to image
rotation.

Relationship of sorting to SPIN: Our circularly sorted pixel value
descriptor is closely related to the SPIN descriptor. The SPIN
descriptor, proposed by Lazebnik et al. [5], is a rotation-invariant
multilevel histogram of intensities within an image region,
computed by dividing the image region into concentric rings of
equal width and concatenating all the sub-histograms, each of
which is simply the histogram of the intensity values of pixels
located at a concentric ring. The difficulty of the SPIN approach is
that the histogram requires gray-value quantization, causing a
loss of information and resulting in ambiguities, as many different
values are mapped to the same histogram entry. Furthermore,
because the traditional histogram is a discontinuous mapping and
has bad clustering properties, Lazebnik et al. [5] implemented the
SPIN histogram as a soft histogram, which increased the compu-
tational complexity significantly. On this basis we believe that the
proposed sorting scheme is expected to give better performance
than SPIN.
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Fig. 5. Like Fig. 4, but comparing all of the proposed sorting schemes with

basic RP.
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Fig. 7. SRP circular versus basic RP: The rotated texture images at eight uniformly sampled orientations are shown for ‘‘Ribbed Paper’’. We train 10 textons, and plot the

texton histogram or distribution for each of the eight images. Clearly the histograms are nearly identical for the sorted random projections, but not at all for unsorted ones.

Therefore, in the case of SRP, we can reasonably expect having one image present in the training set will allow the other rotated samples to be classified correctly. In

contrast, for RP the learned models are quite dissimilar.

Fig. 8. Comparing the groups of the SLBPs and the uniform LBPs. The 36 unique rotation invariant binary patterns that can occur in the circularly symmetric neighbor set of

(8,1) are grouped into 9 groups and 10 groups respectively. Solid and hollow circles correspond to bit values of 0 and 1 (see [8] for more details). The numbers inside the

patterns correspond to their class membership.
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Relationship of Sorted LBPs and Uniform LBPs: To illustrate the
power of the proposed sorting schema, we could perform sorting
on LBPs to obtain Sorted LBPs (SLBPs). With no loss of generality,
suppose we take a patch size of 3�3. According to the study in
[8], it was demonstrated that better classification performance on
rotation texture classification can be achieved by grouping the
rotation invariant LBPs (LBPROTs) into nine groups of rotation
invariant uniform patterns (LBPRIUs), illustrated on the first row
and the first column of the right panel (i.e., groups 1–9) of Fig. 8,
and one group of all the other so-called ‘‘nonuniform’’ patterns.
When applying our sorting operator on the LBPROTs, we can
easily obtain nine groups of SLBPs, as illustrated in the left panel
of Fig. 8. The pattern groups labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 are exactly the
same for SLBPs and LBPRIUs (see Fig. 8).
We can easily observe that the difference is that the regroup
strategy for the 27 nonuniform LBPROTs (shown in square area of
Fig. 8): for the LBPRIUs, all the 27 rotation invariant patterns are
grouped into another single class, denoted as the ‘‘miscellaneous’’.
Note that nothing would prevent us from regrouping the other 27
rotation invariant patterns, so for our SLBPs, the other 27 rotation
invariant patterns are distributed into several SLBPs.

4.2. Sorted pixel differences

Sorting each ring of pixels loses any sense of spatial coupling,
whereas textures clearly possess a great many spatial relationships.
Therefore we propose sorting radial or angular differences, illu-
strated in Fig. 6(d) and (e). It is worth noting that the significance of
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pairwise gray-level information for texture discrimination was
advocated in 1962 by Julesz [34]. Since then, gray level cooccurrence
histograms, gray level difference histograms, and features derived
from them have been successfully used in a large number of texture
analysis studies [8,35,36].

We propose signed pixel differences in radial and angular
directions on a circular grid. Clearly the sorted radial pixel
differences are also robust to illumination changes, since the
signed differences are not affected by changes in mean lumi-
nance. Conceptually, our approach may be traced back to early
papers on the extraction of local difference histograms [35,36],
where the emphasis is placed on the pairwise pixel relationships.
Later on, codebook based quantization of signed differences of
neighboring pixels was presented in [8], where the obvious
advantage of signed gray-level differences over absolute differ-
ences was verified quantitatively in texture classification.

However, the differences used in [8] are computed in a very
small 3�3 neighborhood and LBPs focus on the differences
between the center pixel and its neighborhood only, in contrast
to the proposed radial and angular pixel differences over larger
patches. In particular, radial differences encode the between-
circumference structure, thus sorted radial differences can achieve
rotation invariance while preserving the relationship between
pixels of different rings. Formally, the sorted radial and angular
difference descriptors are computed as

DRad
¼ ½sortðDRad

1;0 , . . . ,DRad
1,p1�1Þ, . . . ,sortðDRad

a,0 , . . . ,DRad
a,pa�1Þ�

T ð11Þ

DAng
¼ ½sortðDAng

1;0 , . . . ,DAng
1,p1�1Þ, . . . ,sortðDAng

a,0 , . . . ,DAng
a,pa�1Þ�

T ð12Þ

where

DRad
r,i ¼ xc

r,i�xc
r�1,inpr�1=pr

, DAng
r,i ¼ xc

r,i�xc
r,i�1 ð13Þ

Then the SRP Radial-Diff Classifier and the SRP Angular-Diff
Classifier are based on

y ¼UD ð14Þ

Fig. 5 plots the classification results comparing RP and all of the
proposed SRP features onDUIUC. The results show that all of the SRP
classifiers perform significantly better than the RP classifier, where
sorted radial differences performed the best.

The motivation of the RP method in [4] was to avoid feature
extraction. We do confess that our proposed sorting and differen-
cing schemes may seem a tiny bit like feature extraction, however
we are deliberately choosing only the most basic and trivial
operations (differencing, sorting). We avoid trying a wide variety
or more complex features, and are promoting only very simple
invariants.
5. Experimental evaluation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for
rotation invariant texture classification, we have used seven

different datasets, summarized in Table 1 and described in detail
in the following sections, derived from the five most commonly
used texture sources: CUReT [9,11], Brodatz [37], UIUC [5], UMD [16],
and KTH-TIPS [7]. For comparative evaluation, the proposed methods
have been compared with six state-of-the-art texture classification
approaches (detailed in Section 5.1). The presentation of the experi-
mental results is divided into the following three parts.

Experiment #1 is carried out with the purposes of measuring
the performance of the proposed methods on the Brodatz data-
base DB and the CUReT database DC, both of which have no
significant rotation variations, and of comparing the performance
of the proposed SRP approach with the RP classifier [4] on the
same datasets as Liu and Fieguth [4].
Experiment #2 is conducted to test the classification perfor-
mance of the proposed methods for rotation invariant texture
classification, involving a more challenging setup with randomly
rotated textures generated synthetically from datasets DB and DC,
resulting in two new texture datasets DBRot and DCRot.

Experiment #3 involves three challenging datasets (DUIUC,
DUMD and DKT) with texture images which have large intraclass
variations such as significant viewpoint changes, significant scale
variation, or even nonrigid surface deformations other than rota-
tion, to show that the proposed approaches can also be generalized
to successfully classify very challenging databases and achieve very
high performance.

Implementation details: To make the comparisons as mean-
ingful as possible, we use the same experimental settings as
[4,11]. Each sample is intensity normalized to have zero mean and
unit standard deviation. All results are reported over 50 random
partitions of training and testing sets. Each extracted SRP vector is
normalized via Weber’s law. Histograms/w2 and nearest neighbor
classifier (NNC) are used. Half of the samples per class are
randomly selected for training and the remaining half for testing,
except for DB and DBRot, where three samples are randomly
selected as training and the remaining six as testing.

5.1. Methods in the comparison study

Our specific experimental goal is to compare the proposed SRP
approach with the current state-of-the-art, which we identify to
be the following:

RP [4]: Each local patch of size
ffiffiffi
n
p
�

ffiffiffi
n
p

is reordered into an
n-dimensional patch vector, and is then compressed into a
mon-dimensional vector using random projections. Both train-
ing and testing are performed in the compressed domain.

Patch [11]: Each local patch of size
ffiffiffi
n
p
�

ffiffiffi
n
p

is reordered into
an n-dimensional patch vector. Both training and testing are
performed in the patch domain.

LBP [8]: The rotationally invariant, uniform LBP texton dic-
tionary at different scales, LBPriu2

8;1 , LBPriu2
8;1þ16;2, LBPriu2

8;1þ16;2þ24;3,
LBPriu2

8;1þ16;2þ24;3þ24;4, LBPriu2
8;1þ16;2þ24;3þ24;4þ24;5 advocated in

[44,45]. For simplicity, in the remainder of this paper these LBP
textons are denoted as 1-scale, y, 5-scale respectively.

The method of Lazebnik et al. [5]: The basic idea is to first
characterize the texture by two types of elliptic regions: Harris-
affine corners and Laplacian-affine blobs. The regions are then
normalized to circles such that the local descriptor is invariant to
affine transform. Two descriptors (SPIN and RIFT) are used for
feature extraction from each region. The signature/EMD frame-
work is used.

The method of Zhang et al. [6]: Based on the method of Lazebnik
et al. [5], such that Zhang et al. use three types of descriptors
(SPIN, RIFT and SIFT) and a kernel SVM classifier; the EMD SVM
classifier is very computationally demanding.

WMFS [16]: Based on a combination of wavelet transform and
multifractal analysis of scale-normalized texture images, where
the scales are estimated from local affine invariant blob areas [5].

5.2. Image data and experimental setup

The Brodatz dataset (DB) [37] has 111 texture classes with only
one sample of size 640�640 in each class. Performing classifica-
tion on the entire database is challenging due to the relatively
large number of texture classes, the small number of examples for
each class, and the lack of intra-class variation. Furthermore,
some inhomogeneous textures are hardly from the same
class when divided into non-overlapping subimages, as shown
in Fig. 9. Some textures appear very similar up to a scale change,
which is clearly stated in the original source [37]. We use the
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same dataset as Liu and Fieguth [4], Lazebnik et al. [5] and Zhang
et al. [6], dividing each texture image into nine 215�215 non-
overlapping subimages.

For the CUReT dataset (DC) [9,11] we use the same subset of
images as [4,9,11]. These images are captured under different
illuminations with seven different viewing directions. Intra-class
variations due to lighting geometry is very severe for this
database. The effects of specularities, interreflections, shadowing,
and other surface normal variations are plainly evident and can be
seen in the left subfigure of Fig. 10.

The BrodatzRot and CUReTRot datasets (DBRot, DCRot) are synthe-
sized by randomly rotating each of the database images by a
random angle, uniformly between 01 and 3601. To avoid boundary
problems when the images were rotated, only the center portions
of the images were used.

The UIUC dataset (DUIUC) [5] has been designed to require local
invariance. Textures are acquired under significant scale and
viewpoint changes, arbitrary rotations, and uncontrolled illumi-
nation conditions. Furthermore, the database includes textures
with varying local affine deformations, and nonrigid deformation
Fig. 9. Five nonhomogeneous textures (D43, D44, D

CUReT

Fig. 10. The left subfigure shows five samples each from material numbers 38, 40, 42 a

versions (i.e., from the CUReTRot dataset) of the same samples according to a random

Fig. 11. Samples from five texture classes in (a) the UIUC dataset and (b) the UMD

viewpoint variation, and large scale changes.
of the imaged texture surfaces. The large intra-class variations can
be observed from some example textures, plotted in Fig. 11(a),
making the database very challenging for classification.

The UMD dataset (DUMD) [16] has been designed in a similar
way as DUIUC by the authors in [16], who realized that the images
in DUIUC were not large enough for their proposed feature vector
computation. The database consists of high resolution images of
size 1280�960, with arbitrary rotations, significant viewpoint
changes and scale differences present. Compared with DUIUC, the
database does not have textures with nonrigid deformation. In
this paper, our experiments were performed on a lower resolution
version of the original UMD database, with each image down-
sampled to 240�320 using bilinear interpolation.

The KTH-TIPS dataset (DKT) [7] contains 10 texture classes with
each class having 81 images, captured at nine lighting and
rotation setups and nine different scales spanning two octaves
(relative scale changes from 0.5 to 2). Example images with scale
changes are shown in Fig. 12. DKT extends CUReT by imaging
new samples of 10 of the CUReT textures over a range
of scales. Although KTH-TIPS is designed that it is possible to
45, D91 and D97) from the Brodatz database.

Rotated (CUReTRot)

nd 57 from the CUReT [4] dataset. The right panel shows the synthetically rotated

ly selected angle.

dataset, showing the large intra-class changes, including random rotation, large



Fig. 12. Example textures from the KTH-TIPS database, showing samples of nine scales.
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combine it with CUReT in testing, we follow Zhang et al. [6] in
treating it as a stand-alone dataset.

Remarks. Both DUIUC and DUMD represent a major improvement
over DC in that materials are imaged under significant viewpoint
variations and some in DUIUC also have considerable surface
deformations. A drawback is that these are also much smaller
than DC, both in the number of classes as well as the number of
images per class. Variations in lighting geometry in DUIUC and
DUMD are less severe than those for DC and DKT. Nevertheless, as
far as scale and other viewpoint variations are concerned, the
DUIUC and DUMD databases are by far the most challenging and we
therefore test the proposed features on them.

5.3. Experimental results

5.3.1. Experiment #1

The results on DB are shown in Fig. 13(a) and Table 2. We can
observe that the improvement of the proposed SRP Radial-Diff
approach over the basic RP classifier is quite significant. Even
compared with the state-of-the-art methods of Lazebnik et al. [5]
and Zhang et al. [6], our SRP Radial-Diff approach performs the
best, and is significantly superior to that of the method of
Lazebnik et al. [5] which uses a nearest neighbor classifier.

In terms of DC, since Liu and Fieguth [4] have conducted
extensive experimental evaluation and comparisons to other
methods on this dataset, here we only provide results (shown in
Table 3) for comparing with RP. The performance penalty in
Table 3 for incorporating rotation invariance is very modest. In
contrast, the method of Lazebnik et al. using a nearest neighbor
classification achieves only 72.5%70.7%. This result is somewhat
surprising but highlights the inadequacies of sparse, affine adap-
tion based methods. Even when multiple high dimensional
descriptors are combined with multiple detectors and sophisti-
cated SVMs employed, i.e., the method of Zhang et al., the sparse
method results improve to only 95.3%70.4% [6].
5.3.2. Experiment #2

Table 4 presents results for datasets DCRot and DBRot. From
these tables, we can see that all of the SRP classifiers significantly
outperformed both the RP classifier [4] and the Patch method
[11], and with the RP classifier outperforming the Patch method.
These results confirm the solid power of the proposed methods
for rotation and illumination invariant texture classification.

Again, we can observe that our SRP Radial-Diff approach
consistently outperformed all the other methods in comparison:
around 20% and 30% higher than both the RP [4] and Patch [11]
methods, and around 4% and 9% higher than LBP [8] for DCRot

and DBRot respectively. The excellent results for our proposed
approaches demonstrate their suitability for rotation invariant
texture classification.
5.3.3. Experiment #3

The results for dataset DUIUC, the same dataset used by
Lazebnik et al. [5] and Zhang et al. [6], are shown in Table 5
and Fig. 13(b). As expected, among the RP methods, SRP Radial-
Diff clearly outperformed all other methods. Furthermore the
radial-difference method significantly outperforms LBP, outper-
forms the method of Lazebnik et al. [5] using a nearest neighbor
classification, and performs only slightly below the method of
Zhang et al. [6]. This latter result should be interpreted in light of
the fact that Zhang et al. use scale invariant and affine invariant
channels and a more advanced classifier (EMD kernel SVMs),
which is important for DUIUC where some textures have signifi-
cant scale changes and affine variations. Moreover, note that
some textures in DUIUC, which are imaged at acute angles, tend to
have sections that are out of focus. This affects the results: failure
to recognize the same texture from two quite different viewpoints
does not necessarily indicate a failure to generalize between
viewpoints or rotations.

In the case of dataset DUMD, we also did some experiments on
the original high resolution dataset DUMD. Image patches of size
9�9, 11�11 and 13�13 are tried while using 60 textons per
class, leading to classification rates are 98.22%70.31%, 98.72%7
0.18% and 98.41%70.21% respectively. We found that the
classification accuracy was almost unaffected by image resolu-
tion, therefore in most of our experiments we used 240�320
images.

We compare our UMD results to two state-of-the-art methods—

the RP classifier [4] and the WMFS approach of Xu et al. [16], shown
in Table 5 and Fig. 13(c). It is seen that both SRP Square and SRP
Radial-Diff can outperform the method of Xu et al. What is curious is
that our rotation invariant SRP classifier achieves such a good
performance (99.13%, almost perfect) despite the large scale changes
(as illustrated in Fig. 11(b)) present in the UMD dataset. In contrast
to the results on DUIUC, the results obtained for the other methods
are also relatively high, indicating the relatively low level of
difficulty of the dataset DUMD.

Table 6 lists the results for dataset DKT. Note that DKT has
controlled imaging and a small number of texture classes (only 10
classes). Textures in this dataset have no obvious rotation, though
they do have controlled scale variations. From Table 6, we can see
that SRP Radial-Diff again performs the best, outperforming all
methods in the extensive comparative survey of Zhang et al. [6].

All the experimental results with a simple NNC classifier
presented previously have firmly demonstrated the effectiveness
and robustness of the proposed SRP features. Motivated by the
work in [7,6,13,16], where a more sophisticated support vector
machines (SVMs) classifier was used, we further examine the
performance of the proposed SRP features with a SVMs classifier.
We use Kðh

i
,h

j
Þ ¼ expð�gw2ðh

i
,h

j
ÞÞ. The kernel parameter g for

SVMs is found by cross-validation within the training set. The
values of the parameters and of SVMs are specified using a
grid search scheme. In this work, the publicly available LibSVM



Table 2

Experimental results for DB: all results for our proposed approach are obtained by number of textons used per class K¼10, except SRP Radial-Diff (Best), which are the best

obtained by varying K up to 40. Results of Lazebnik et al. and Zhang et al. are quoted directly from [5,6].

Method Patch size

5�5 9�9 11�11 13�13 15�15

Dimensionality 10 30 40 50 60

RP 89.10%71.41% 90.78%71.26% 89.17%70.93% 89.19%71.00% 88.35%71.47%

SRP Global 83.56%71.66% 81.89%71.64% 81.98%71.51% 80.27%71.59% 79.80%71.81%

SRP Square 84.03%71.70% 87.16%70.65% 85.77%71.49% 86.37%71.57% 86.75%71.60%

SRP Circular 86.70%71.23% 88.38%71.06% 87.36%71.00% 86.09%71.25% 85.68%71.46%

SRP Radial-Diff 93.13%71.15% 94.74%70.91% 95.05%70.76% 94.73%71.08% 94.68%71.43%

SRP Radial-Diff (Best) 94.67%71.15% 96.34%70.38% 95.83%70.66% 96.10%70.53% 95.48%71.43%

SRP Angular-Diff 88.91%71.51% 89.79%71.31% 92.37%71.57% 90.80%71.07% 90.54%71.16%

Scale 1 2 3 4 5

LBP 80.93%71.27% 87.52%70.88% 88.87%71.62% 89.69%71.65% 89.94%70.53%

Lazebnik best [5] 88.15%

Best from Zhang [6] 95.9%
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Fig. 13. Comparison of classification performance of various methods: (a) results on the DB. The SRP Radial-Diff Best curve shows the best results obtained by varying K up

to 40. (b) Results on DUIUC. The SRP Radial-Diff Best curve shows the best results obtained by varying K up to 80. Similarly, SRP Circular Best curve is obtained by varying K

up to 60. (c) Results on DUMD. (d) Results on DKT and the SRP Radial-Diff Best curve shows the best results obtained by varying K up to 40. The results for ‘‘Lazebnik (Best)’’,

‘‘Zhang (Best)’’ and ‘‘Xu (Best)’’ are the highest classification accuracies, directly quoted from their original papers [5,6,16] respectively. The bracketed numbers denote the

number of textons K used per class.
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library [46] is employed. The parameters C and g are searched
exponentially in the ranges of ½2�5,218

� and ½2�15,28
�, respectively,

with a step size of 21 to probe the highest classification rate.
Table 7 gives a comprehensive summary of the results for our
proposed approach with 12 recent state-of-the-art results. We
can observe that our approach scores very well across all five
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commonly used datasets, producing what we believe to be the
best reported result on the CUReT, Brodatz, KTH-TIPS, and UMD
datasets, and for UIUC database our classification rate 98.4% is
very close to the best reported results (98.9%). The best score
99.22% on CUReT is reported by Broadhurst [14], who used a
Gaussian Bayes classifier with marginal filter distributions.
Noticeably, the method CG-MSBIF proposed by Crosier and Griffin
[22], which uses a multiscale metric to boost classification
performance, also performs fairly good. However, CG-MSBIF
produces a rather long histogram feature vector (1296�8) for
each texture image, which is memory-demanding and time-
consuming in the classification stage.
Table 4

Experimental results for the SRP classifier on DCRot and DBRot, all results are obtained by

K¼10, 20, 30, 40.

Method DCRot

Patch size

7�7 9�9 11�11 15�15

Dimensionality 20 30 40 60

RP 74.12% 74.91% 75.31% 75.85%

SRP Global 93.21% 91.19% 91.65% 91.17%

SRP Square 94.37% 94.14% 93.82% 93.61%

SRP Circular 95.20% 95.22% 94.85% 94.38%

SRP Circular (Best) 95.66% 96.53% 96.31% 96.45%

SRP Radial-Diff 93.81% 94.55% 94.74% 94.76%

SRP Radial-Diff (Best) 94.33% 95.01% 95.57% 95.76%

SRP Angular-Diff 86.09% 88.59% 89.18% 90.04%

Dimensionality 49 81 121 225

Patch 73.31% 74.47% 74.79% 75.15%

Scale 1 2 3 4

LBPriu2 64.42% 84.23% 88.73% 91.09%

Table 5

Experimental results for DUIUC and DUMD: all results are obtained by number of textons u

varying K up to 80. Results of Lazebnik et al. [5], Zhang et al. [6] and Xu et al. [16] are

Method DUIUC

Patch size

5�5 9�9 11�11 13�13

Dimensionality 10 30 40 50

RP 79.60% 77.53% 77.56% 76.34%

SRP Global 90.56% 90.44% 91.23% 90.87%

SRP Square N/A N/A N/A N/A

SRP Square (Best) 90.83% 91.77% 91.53% 91.59%

SRP Circular 90.80% 93.33% 92.56% 92.11%

SRP Radial-Diff 91.40% 94.28% 95.42% 95.43%

SRP Radial-Diff (Best) 91.52% 95.20% 96.05% 96.27%

SRP Angular-Diff 77.13% 84.19% 84.94% 86.46%

Scale 1 2 3 4

LBP 58.08% 75.64% 81.45% 84.10%

Other methods in comparison Best from Lazebnik [5] 96.1%

Best from Zhang [6] 98.7%

Table 3
Comparisons of classification results of the Basic RP, the SRP Circular, and the SRP

Radial-Diff on DC with K¼10.

Patch size RP (%) SRP Circular (%) SRP Radial-Diff (%)

7�7 96.80 96.37 96.33

9�9 96.91 96.58 96.61
At last, Table 8 summarizes the number of methods compared and
the number of texture databases tested in their original work for
various state-of-the-art methods. To the best of our knowledge, only
our work has shown extensive experimental results on all five
challenging databases, whereas most papers in the field test
approaches on one or two texture databases, or even just part of
one database. It is precisely the scope and breadth of our results that
allow us to claim robustness and universality. We point out further
that we have compared our approach to a large range of approaches
(13 approaches from the literature). Considering our broad testing of
texture databases and the extensive comparison with the state-of-
the-art, we believe our approach has significant impact and merit.
6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a novel, near feature-extraction
free approach for rotation invariant texture classification. We
proposed a simple but surprisingly effective sorting scheme to make
the local patch vector invariant to image rotation locally. The texture
classification is then performed based on the compressed random
projection features of the sorted patches. We developed two more
ourselves with K¼10 except for those labeled (Best) which are obtained by varying

DBRot

Patch size

19�19 5�5 7�7 9�9 11�11 15�15

80 10 25 30 40 60

75.42% 59.16% 57.08% 54.35% 52.63% 48.26%

89.33% 73.90% 74.62% 72.97% 72.22% 69.44%

93.37% 76.93% 77.72% 76.75% 75.27% 71.30%

95.21% 76.55% 79.94% 79.45% 78.96% 74.74%

95.55% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

95.01% 84.53% 87.78% 87.24% 87.65% 85.91%

96.11% 85.53% 88.63% 88.16% 88.04% 87.22%

89.36% 73.95% 77.76% 79.13% 79.73% 79.71%

361 10 25 81 121 225

74.84% 57.93% 56.07% 52.98% 51.49% 47.95%

5 1 2 3 4 5

92.53% 60.45% 73.25% 76.69% 78.51% 79.43%

sed per class K¼40, except for those labeled (Best), which are the best obtained by

quoted directly from the original papers.

DUMD

Patch size

15�15 7�7 9�9 11�11 13�13 15�15

60 20 30 40 50 60

76.30% 96.07% 96.23% 95.69% 94.83% 94.79%

91.53% 98.55% 98.64% 98.46% 98.54% 98.15%

N/A 98.73% 98.65% 98.46% 98.28% 98.30%

91.81% 98.88% 99.13% 98.68% 98.32% 98.39%

92.11% 98.54% 98.43% 98.34% 97.75% 97.85%

95.77% 98.48% 98.60% 98.19% 98.26% 98.27%

96.13% 98.64% 98.78% 98.69% 98.45% 98.53%

86.50% 96.69% 97.43% 97.20% 97.48% 97.33%

5 1 2 3 4 5

86.10% 92.96% 95.53% 95.35% 95.86% 95.65%

WMFS best [16] 98.68%



Table 7

Comparing the best classification scores achieved by the proposed SRP Radial-Diff using both a w2 kernel SVMs classifier and NNC classifier with the best reported

classification scores for various methods on five datasets. The patch sizes used are 13�13, 9�9, 13�13, 9�9 and 9�9 for DC, DB, DKT, DUIUC, DUMD respectively. The

number of textons K used per class is 10, 10, 40, 40, and 40 respectively. Scores are as originally reported, except for those marked ðnÞ which are taken from the

comparative study in Zhang et al. [6].

Methods Databases

DC 46 training

samples per class

DB three training

samples per class

DKT 41 training

samples per class

DUIUC 20 training

samples per class

DUMD 20 training

samples per class

1. Our method (SVMs) 99.05%70.28% 96.78%70.59% 99.11%70.36% 98.4%7%0.59 99.15%70.36%

2. Our method (NNC) 98.52%70.19% 96.34%70.38% 97.71%70.49% 96.27%70.44% 99.13%70.16%

3. VZ-MR8 [9] 97.43%

4. VZ-Patch [11] 98.03% 92.9%70.8%(n) 92.4%72.1% (n) 97.83%70.66%

5. Hayman et al. [7] 98.46%70.09% 95.0%70.8% (n) 94.8%71.2% (n) 92.0%70.1.3% (n)

6. Lazebnik et al. [5] 72.5%70.7% (n) 88.15% 91.3%71.4% (n) 96.03%

7. Mellor et al. [15] 89.71 %

8. Zhang et al. [6] 95.3%70.4% 95.9%70.6% 96.1%71.2% 98.7%70.4%

9. Brodhurst [14] 99.22%70.34%

10. Varma and Ray [10] 98.9%70.68%

11. CG-MSBIF [22] 98.6%70.2% 98.5%70.7% 98.8%70.5%

12. Xu-MFS [12] 92.74% 93.93%

13. Xu-OTF [13] 97.40% 98.49%

14. Xu-WMFS [16] 98.60% 98.68%

Table 8
Summary: Ncmp denotes the number of originally compared methods. Ndb denotes the number of texture databases originally tested.

Methods Ours VZ-MR8 [9] VZ-Patch [11] Hayman et al. [7] Lazebnik et al. [5]

Ncmp 13 3 5 1 1

Ndb 7 1 3 2 2

Methods Mellor et al. [15] Zhang et al. [6] Brodhurst [14] Varma and Ray [10]

Ncmp 1 4 2 3

Ndb 2 4 1 2

Methods CG-MSBIF [22] Xu-MFS [12] Xu-OTF [13] Xu-WMFS [16]

Ncmp 7 2 3 4

Ndb 3 2 2 2

Table 6

Experimental results for DKT: all results for our proposed approach are obtained by K¼20 except SRP Radial-Diff (Best), which are the best obtained by varying K¼10, 20,

30, 40. Results of Zhang et al. are quoted directly from [6].

Method Patch size

7�7 9�9 11�11 13�13 15�15

Dimensionality 25 30 40 50 60

RP 95.61%70.65% 95.17%70.61% 94.56%70.36 94.05%70.53% 94.20%70.67%

SRP Global 93.93%70.76% 93.33%70.85% 93.67%70.91% 92.57%70.96% 92.88%70.82%

SRP Square 96.12%70.59% 94.74%70.78% 95.40%70.78% 95.52%70.66% 95.58%70.60%

SRP Circular 95.09%70.77% 95.40%70.60% 95.07%70.39% 94.71%71.11% 94.02%70.96%

SRP Radial-Diff 96.03%70.89% 96.59%70.53% 96.75%70.64% 96.94%70.52% 97.11%70.56%

SRP Radial-Diff (Best) 96.53%70.30% 97.16%70.36% 97.25%70.44% 97.35%70.30% 97.71%70.49%

SRP Angular-Diff 90.99%71.46% 91.07%70.67% 90.87%71.09% 91.87%71.24% 90.81%70.62%

Best from Zhang [6] 96.1%71.1%
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invariants based on sorting the local pixel differences, either radially
or angularly. The feature extraction process involves applying simple
differencing and sorting to obtain rotation invariant features. This
feature extraction process is quite efficient in contrast to the existing
popular local feature descriptors.

The power and robust performance of our proposed approach
have been demonstrated by classifying all the textures present in
seven benchmark texture databases derived from five databases:
the CUReT, Brodatz, UIUC, UMD and KTH-TIPS. The proposed
method has been shown to match or surpass the state-of-the-art
in texture classification, but with significant reductions in time
and storage complexity. Among the sorted descriptors evaluated
in this paper, the sorted radial difference descriptor is simple, yet
it yields excellent performance across all databases. The proposed
SRP approach outperforms all known classifiers on the Brodatz,
rotated Brodatz, rotated CUReT, UMD and KTH-TIPS databases.
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